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Abstrac t . The crystal-field and spin-orbit matrix for dl or cP configuration
with Z?2 symmetry has been derived. By diagonalizing the matrix, the energy
levels of C%+ in Ca^CuCli, and its eigenfunctions have been obtained with the
aid of the approximate SCF d-orbit. Furthermore, by using the eigenfunctions,
the EPR g-factors and the magnetic susceptibilities at different temperatures
have been calculated. The calculated results are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental findings.The calculation only needs two adjustable parameters and
can give more theoretical results than those of previous work which introduced
11 adjustable parameters.

1. Introduction

The crystal structure of Cs-zCuCli has been determined by x-ray measure-
ments^^]. At room temperature, the Cu2+ ion is surrounded by four Cl~ ions
occupying the corners of a tetrahedron. The site symmetry of the copper ion
is Cs. The polarized crystal-absorption spectra in the near-infrared, visible and
ultraviolet regions, the EPR g-factors and the magnetic susceptibilities at differ-
ent temperatures have also been measured by experiments [4-5J. Theoretically,
only Bose et al[6] calculated the d-d transition energy levels, the EPR g-factors
and the magnetic susceptibilities, however,

1) only three d-d transition spectrum bands among the four experimental
bands have been obtained by Bose et al's calculation,

2) only two g-values among the three experimental g-values have been ob-
tained,

3) In all 11 adjustable parameters G, H, I, kjj, k,,, R//^ Rn, k±, k±,R±, R±

have been introduced into the calculation, and the results appeared arbitrary,
4) the k//,k',,,R//,R,,,k±,k±,R±,Rx 8 adjustable parameters appeared

only in the expressions for the g-value and the susceptibility, and these param-
eters can be adjusted arbitrarily without any influence to the energy levels, so,
it is unable to reflect the interrelation between the g-factors, the susceptibility
and the energy levels.

Hence, it is clear that the calculation made by Bose et al is unsatisfactory,
so, a further study is of interest. This is the aim of the present paper.

2. Crystal-field and spin-orbit matrix

In order to calculate the energy levels, the g-factors and the susceptibilities
of Cu3+ in Ca-iCuCli, the crystal-field and spin-orbit (hereafter CFSO) matrix
should be derived firstly, then, by diagonalizing the CFSO matrix, the energy
levels corresponding to the d-d transition spectrum and the ieroth-order wave-
functions (hereafter ZOWF) of the ground state can be obtained with the aid
of the aprroximate SCF d-orbit proposed by Zhao[7], Utilising the ZOWF, the
EPR g-values and the susceptibilities can then be calculated.
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2.1 Basis functions and crystal-field potential

The actual site symmetry of the copper ion in Cs^CuCl^ is Cs. It is quite
low. In general, if obtaining the energy levels by fitting spectra, the lower
the symmetry is, the more the number of the adjustable parameter is. For
reducing the number of the parameters, previous authors adopted D-m as the
approximate symmetry[4,8], but this approximation is not good enough, it can
only give three energy levels among the four experimental bands. In the present
work, a lower D% symmetry has been adopted, therefore, it can give all the d-d
transition bands. But so far, only the CFSO matrices of C3v symmetry for d1'9

configuration have been published by Bencini and Gatteschi(9j. So, the present
work derived the CFSO matrix of D^ symmetry for d1'9 configuration firstly.

In the weak-field scheme, the \J,Mj > basis functions should be used for
the calculation of the CFSO matrix. Following the projective operator method
[ 10-11]. the \J,Mj > basis functions of the irreducible representation of the D3

double group have been derived and listed in Table l.[I2]

Table 1. The \J, Mj > basis functions of the irreducible representation of
the D2 double group.

J — 2 i ' l 2 ' 2 > J — 2 D - V 6 ' 3 1 2 V 6 ' 2 ' 2

a . | § , - § > 7.

3. I f . - I > 8. - | § . -

For the Di field, the crystal field potential is given by

V = B

where Ymn is the spherical harmonics, Bmn the crystal field parameters.

2.2 Crystal-field and spin-orbit matrix

Using the irreducible basis functions and the crystal-field potential, the d1-9

crystal-field perturbation matrix has been derived and listed in Table 2.
For d1'9 configuration, the J (=L+S) is | or | , according to the Racah

formula! 13-14], the spin-orbit perturbation matrix has been derived. The non-
vanishing matrix elements are — | f or f ( where f is the spin-orbit constant). It
is listed in Table 2.



Table 2. Crystal-field and spin-orbit matrix

,5 = 2S4 2 + ^ B 2 2 1,7 = -

3.3 = -4B20 - |f 3,5 =

3,7 = - # B « + ^ 5 2 2 3,9 =

4.4 = - ^ 5 2 0 - §f 4,6 =

- 4-10 =

5-9 = " V H B « + # S « - ^ 3 0 6,6 =

6,8 = - ^ £ « - f S22 6,10 =

8 ' 8 = $B*° + ?^5=° + ? «.1 0 =

9 ' 9 = 3^4 S " + 41^40 ~ # 5 2 0 + f 10, 10 = ^ j B . 4 + ^ 4 0 - ^ B20

The CFSO matrix is a 10 x 10 hermitian matrix. It is appropriate for d9

configuration. If inverting the sign of the crytal-field parameter Bmn and the
spin-orbit constant f, the matrix is appropriate for d^ configuration. Under the
point charge-dipole model, the crystal-field parameters are given by

B20 = - ^ 7 F
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where e is the electronic charge, < r" > the expectation value, N the
average covalence parameter[ 15],R the bond length, £ = cos2 9,9 the bond an-
gle, e the small departure from 45° angle, if e = 0, the symmetry then returns
to D2d, if e = 0 and 0 = 54.735°, the symmetry then returns to O^. Since there
is a strong polaruation action arising from the ligand Cl~ ions, parameter p
denotes the electric dipole moment of Ci~ ions.

3. Calculation matrix of g-values

If we diagonalize the CFSO matrix, the zeroth-order wavefunctions of the
ground state can be obtained, and their forms are

t = l i=l

where rpi is the irreducible representation basis functions, c,-, 6; the eigen-
vectors of the ground state. Thus, the anisotropic g-factora are

9x = 9jl = 2 < Oi\N'2Lx + geSx\Oi > (1)

where JV is the average covalence parameter, gt the free electron g-value (gc =
2.0023).



A. Calculation of magnetic susceptibility

According to the Spm-Hamiltonian method [16], the expressions for suscep-
tibility are given by

W

V6)

(7)

The mean susceptibility is given by

(8)

where N is the average covalence parameter, 0 the Bohr magneton, Ei the
energy levels, N the Avogadro's number. Hence, so long as we know the energy
levels Ei, the g-values and the parameter N , then we can obtain the suscepti-
bilities at different temperatures.

5. Results and discussion

The CFSO matrix is denoted by the crystal-field parameters Bmn and the
spin-orbit constant f, if we know the data of the crystal structure and the
expectation values < rn >, then the Bmn values can be obtained.

In terms of the approximate SCF d-orbit of Cu2+ proposed by Zhao[7], the
expectation values and the spin-orbit constant £ are given by

< r2 >= 3.11 at.units, < r* >= 44.80 at.units.

<To = 940cm"1 f = N>2$0

where N is the average covalence parameter.
In the calculation, $(= 62.8°), R(= 2.20.4), e(« -1°) are the data of the

crystal-structure reported by experiment^]. Only the average covalence pa-
rameter N and the dipole moment JJ. are the adjustable parameters.

After diagolizing the CFSO matrix, the theoretical values of the energy levels
and the ZOWF have been obtained. Then, the g-values and the susceptibilities



have been obtained by using the expressions (l)-(8) respectively. All calcula-
tional results are listed in Table 3. The comparison of the results obtained in
this work with the experimental results and Bose et al's calculational results is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The energy levels, g-values and susceptibilities of Cu2+ ion in
CCU

Sptctroacopic energy levels fin units of cm 1)
S.t T.t

Ei 0 0
Es — Ei — 4444
E2 - Ei 5100 5140
E3-E1 8100 7765
E4 - Ei 9300 8959

g-valv.es
B.

911
9±
-

Susceptibilities

Temp. °K
300
250
200
150

2.410
2.141

B.
495
572
689
882

911
9x
9v

(K,,-KX)
T.
461
531
638
811

T.
2.404
2.151
2.167

x 106

Expt.
526
618
734
934

G2

G3

B.
1160
1989
2441
3222

Expt.
0
4800
5500
7900
9050

Expt.
2.384 ± 0.006
2.083 ± 0.006

2.105 ± 0.006

i f x l O 6

T. Expt
1689 1680
2004 1973
2476 2420
3263 3231

100 1269 1161 1266 4783 4837 4784

*: Bose et al's calculation.
*: This work.
In this work, there are two adjustable parameters: the covalence parameter N'
(=0.84), and the dipole moment ft (=0.06eR).
In Bose et al's calculation, 11 adjustable parameters have been used. The G=900
cm"1, H=300 cm"1 and 1=240 cm~1 appear in the fitting of the energy levels,
the kji « k'// = 0.81, B// R* R'H = 0.72, Jfcj. « Jt̂  = 0.73, R± « R'± = 0.70 in all
8 parameters appear in the calculation of the g-values.
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From the Table 3. it can be seen easily that the energy levels of the d-d
transition bands, the EPR g-values and the susceptibilities at different tempe-
ratures are in good agreement with the experimental findings. In the calcu-
lation, only two adjustable parameters have been introduced, but all above-
mentioned experimental results have been interpreted satisfactorily. However,
as a comparison, in Bose et al's calculation, 11 adjustable parameters have
been used , but one of the four d-d transition spectrum bands and one of the
three anisotropic g-values still can not be obtained, moreover, the 8 parameters
k',,, R'I ,, kn,Rjj, k±,R±,k'1,R± only appear in the expressions for the g-value
and the magnetic susceptibility. These parameters can be adjusted arbitrarily
without any influence to the energy levels. In fact, they cut off the interrelation
between the energy levels and the g-factors and the susceptibility. So, the cal-
culation made by Bose et al is unsatisfactory. In the present paper, by using the
approximate SCF d-orbit proposed by Zhao, the energy levels can be obtained
by diagonalizing of the CFSO matrix but not by fitting spectra, so, the crystal-
field parameters, the energy levels, the g-values and the susceptibilities have
been linked with the data of the crystal structure. Then, the zeroth-order wave
functions obtained by diagonalizing the CFSO matrix contain much more infor-
mation refering to the energy levels and the crystal structure. Thus, by using
fewer parameters, this calculational method can give more theoretical results.
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